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Track Form Crucial In The 2,000 And 1,000 Guineas - 
By Ian Hudson


The Grand National was only three weeks ago and after this weekend two of the five 
British Classics will have taken place. The 2,000 Guineas and 1,000 Guineas are run 
over the Rowley Mile at Newmarket on Saturday and Sunday and track form could 
be key to identifying potential winners. Masar and Soliloquy won the trials at the 
Craven meeting at the headquarters of the Flat and they could follow up and win 
two the races that matter most for horses aged three over eight furlongs.   


The 2,000 Guineas is mainly for colts but fillies are also eligible but very few are 
entered. The 1,000 Guineas is confined to fillies and colts do not qualify for the race. 
These two Classics are the first leg of the respective Triple Crown. The Derby at 
Epsom in June and the St Leger at Doncaster in September are the other races for 
colts. The Oaks and St Leger complete the treble for fillies but the achievement for 
both genders is rare. Nijinsky (1970) and Oh So Sharp (1985) are the last male and 
female horses to win the Triple Crown.


A horse must be at his or her best over one mile in May, 12 furlongs in June and one 
mile six furlongs in September. Keeping a horse fit and in peak condition on three 
specific days is difficult but beating the best Flat horses aged three over three 
distances and a span of four months is tough and that’s why Triple Crown winners 
are few and far between. Saxon Warrior for the boys and I Can Fly for the girls are 
potentials but a lot water will flow under the bridge from now until September. 


Saxon Warrior went into winter quarters as the favourite for the 2,000 Guineas after 
winning the Racing Post Trophy at Doncaster last autumn. However, the value of the 
form is questionable and other horses have risen up the pecking order with 
impressive trials this season. Saxon Warrior is running for the first time this season 
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at Newmarket on Saturday and there could be fitter horses in the field so the Derby 
could be a more realistic target. Gustav Klimt like Saxon Warrior is trained by Aidan 
O’Brien who has won the race seven times.  


The O’Brien horses will be trained to the minute and the trainer knows what it takes 
to win Group 1 races for which he set a world record last season. However, Masar is 
preferred as the horse is proven on the straight course at Newmarket and handled 
the undulations in the Craven Stakes. Seven winners of the race have run in the 
1,000 Guineas in the last ten years and none have won it and five have been 
unplaced but Masar can break that trend by winning the 2,000 Guineas. 


Clemmie is another O’Brien horse and ante post favourite for the 1,000 Guineas but 
won’t run in the race on Sunday. The horse had the strongest juvenile form but injury 
prevents confirmation in the fillies’ Classic. Happily now has the best form and is the 
sister of Glenaagles who won the 1,000 Guineas so the pedigree is right. The horse 
won a Group 1 race in France last season but had no luck in running in the Breeder’s 
Cup. However, Soliloquy won the major trial over the course and is the filly to back 
in this year’s 1,000 Guineas.   


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Brighton Can Win Vital Point Against United 

Brighton are currently in 14th place in the Premier League and five points above the 
relegation places. With just three matches remaining they look safe but a bizarre 
combination of results could still see the club make an immediate return to the 
Championship. Brighton are owned by Tony Bloom who has been a successful 
professional gambler in the past and owns several race horses. 


Bloom probably seeks out value but a good insurance policy is to back BRIGHTON 
to be relegated which is on offer at 50/1 with bet365. It would be grossly 
inappropriate for Bloom to back his own club to lose their Premier League status but 
its just like taking out an insurance policy against Brighton dropping to the second 
tier. They still need points from tonight’s home match against Manchester United.


The visitors have qualified for the Champions League, second place is just about 
secured and they play Chelsea in the FA Cup Final on May 19th. On that Saturday 
there is a huge global occasion at an iconic venue in the London area. There are two 
factions involved, everybody will probably drink too much and there will be a huge 
fight at the end. We are not talking about the Cup Final but the Royal Wedding! 


United have three league matches before the meeting with Chelsea at Wembley, 
starting with Brighton on the road. The hosts have lost once in seven fixtures at 
home in all competitions and they can avoid defeat tonight. Despite needing the 
points more than United a DRAW could be their best outcome and that result is with 
3/1 with Betfair. 
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There are four Flat meetings in Britain and Cheltenham stages their hunter chase 
fixture but most prize money is on offer at Cork’s all hurdles and bumper night in 
Ireland. The richest race is the handicap hurdle over two miles four furlongs at 6.30. 
COURTNCATCHER has won off a higher handicap mark in the past and has run 
promisingly on recent starts so can make the frame at 25/1 with William Hill.
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